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ABSTRACT
This manuscript describes the preparation of water soluble aggregation-induced
emission enhancement (AIEE)-based fluorescent organic nanoparticles (FONs). The
fluorescence diversity of FONs was investigated in the presence of silver nanowires.
We observed that the emission of FONs can be enhanced by mixing with nanowires,
which is believed to originate from the resonance between emission of FONs and
surface plasmon resonances of the metal surface. That is, the AIEE phenomenon was
promoted according to the metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) mechanism that can
be used to build-up a novel double emission enhancement (DEE) platform and to
extend the range of AIEE applications. The systemic fluorescence enhancement,
lifetime and photostability were measured and the AIEE-MEF evaluation and the
interaction between FONs and nanowires were discussed based on the obtained
spectral data and SEM and fluorescent microscopy images.
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INTRODUCTION
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Nanoscale of metals exhibit remarkable optical properties due to excitation of their

surface plasmons by incident light, resulting in significant enhancement of the
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plasmons, metallic nanostructures can enhance the emission rates of a fluorophore;
this phenomenon is known as metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF)2 and, usually
occurs as a result of the near-field interaction between noble metal nanostructures (Ag
and Au) and fluorophores.3 MEF has become an established technology platform4 in
which metal nanostructures interact with fluorophores, leading to enhanced
fluorescence, improved light resistance and reduced lifetime. Moreover, metal
nanostructures have been applied to DNA, protein bioanalysis fluorescence, and
tracking of cellular mechanisms and immunoassays.5-9
Therefore, the fluorescence intensity is usually adjusted by controlling the
nanostructure size, the distance between the fluorophore and the metallic surface, and
the interparticle distance.10-14 A number of metallic nanoparticles with different
shapes, such as rods, shells, rings and disks, have been synthesized chemically to
achieve the desired MEF.15-18 In addition to the metal nanoparticles, noble metal
nanowires have been predicted, and in a few instances these nanowires have created
an alternative surface in MEF-based applications.19 A well-known theoretical
simulations by Schatz et al.20 showed that compared to other shapes, metal nanowires
can generate much more intense electromagnetic fields at their ends and that this kind
of amplification was induced by plasmon resonance in the nanowires as well as by
the fact that nanowires with a high aspect ratio and sharp tips act as antennas for the
radiating emission from fluorophores, making them potentially attractive substrates
for MEF. Although the enhancement of fluorescence emission coupled with decreased
lifetimes is important for the demonstration of the MEF phenomenon, the
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electromagnetic field at the nanostructure surface.1 Upon formation of the surface
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demonstration of improved photostability of fluorophores is critical for the successful
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

application of MEF phenomenon in biosensing and cellular imaging applications.

Fluorescent organic nanoparticles (FONs) based on aggregation-induced
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phenomenon. Unlike quantum dots and polymer nanoparticles, FONs are expected to
play various roles in a wide variety of applications, such as optoelectronic devices,
due to the flexibility of synthetic approaches for such organic small compounds.

21-25

The switching of emission properties of FONs is often size-dependent and is related
to the effects of intramolecular planarization or specific intermolecular aggregation
conformation. That is, in the aggregation state, intramolecular rotation is restricted
and emission is thus greatly enhanced. Owing to their AIEE properties, FONs have
recently emerged as novel fluorescent materials for biological sensing, imaging and
cancer therapy.26-33
In previous studies, we have applied AIEE properties to describe the
fluorescence behaviour of the solid state and water-soluble fluorogen and observed
the formation of FONs, either in the spectra or intracellular localization.34-36 We then
constructed AIEE-PDT molecules that can selectively display phototoxicity to cancer
cells but not to normal cells with effective ROS generation enhancement.37, 38 In the
present study, we address the build-up of a double emission enhancement (DEE)
platform using of a combination of AIEE and MEF models. Here, we prepare a water
soluble fluorophore 3, 7-Bis (4-aminophenyl) phenothiazine (BAP, Fig. 1) that
exhibit low luminescence in the neutral form while emitting green fluorescence in the
acidic condition based on the AIEE of the protonated BAP molecule, which is due to
the formation of FONs. This pH-dependent fluorescence on/off switching was
investigated in the silver nanoparticlea (AgNp) and silver nanowires (AgNw) systems.
The systemic fluorescence enhancement, lifetime and photostability were measured
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and the MEF evaluation and the interaction between FONs and nanostructure were
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

discussed based on the obtained spectral data and SEM and fluorescent microscopy

Figure 1. Structures of BAP, the formation pathway of FONs and the construction strategy of DEE
based on AIEE-MEF model from FONs/AgNw system.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials
Generally, the chemicals employed in this study were of the best analytical grade
available, were obtained from Acros/ Aldrich Chemical Co. or Merck Ltd., and were
used without further purification. All of the solvents used for spectral measurements
were of spectrometric grade. Compound BAP was synthesized and prepared
according to the procedure desvribed in a previous report.39
Apparatus
Absorption spectra were generated using a Thermo Genesys 6 UV-visible
spectrophotometer, and fluorescence spectra were recorded using a HORIBA
JOBIN-YVON Fluoromas-4 spectrofluorometer with a 1-nm band-pass in a 1-cm cell
15 length at room temperature. The SEM images of the nanostructures were obtained
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using a JEOL JSM-7800F Prime Schottky field emission scanning electron
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

microscope. An aqueous solution was deposited onto a glass. The TEM images of the

nanostructures were taken on a JEOL JEM-2100F J microscope at an accelerating
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onto a carbon-coated copper grid. The fluorescence images were taken under Leica
AF6000 fluorescence microscopy with a DFC310 FX Digital colour camera. All
fluorescence lifetime measurements for fluorophores and fluorophores mixed with
nanostructures in solution and glass slides were performed (ProTrusTech Co., Ltd
Tainan City, Taiwan.) using a RAMaker spectrometer mounted with a cooled high
speed PMT detector head for photon counting (B&H) as integrated by ProTrusTech
Corporation, Ltd. The spectroscopy measurements were performed using a
picosecond pulse laser (405 nm) with a pulse width of 50 MHz for excitation. The
fluorescence lifetimes for all samples were determined at room temperature on glass
substrates. The TRPL decays at 530 nm were recorded.
Synthesis of Ag-nanoparticles (AgNp) and Ag-nanowires (AgNw)
Silver nanoparticles were synthesized according to the procedures reported in the
literature.40 Synthesis of Ag nanowires was achieved according to the procedure
reported elsewhere.41 A typical synthesis involves ethylene glycol (EG) as both the
solvent and the reducing agent, with AgNO3 and poly(vinvlpyrrolidone) (PVP,
MW=40000) as the Ag precursor and the polymeric capping agent, respectively. In
this synthesis, the CuCl2 species can be added to facilitate the anisotropic growth of
Ag nanowires. In a typical synthesis, 20 mL of EG were added to a disposable glass
vial with a Teflon stir bar in it; the vial was then suspended in an oil bath (temperature
= 150 ℃) and heated for 1 h under magnetic stirring (400 rpm). At 1 h, 160 μL of a
4 mM CuCl2 solution in EG was injected into the heated EG. The solution was heated
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for an additional 15 min. Next, 6 mL of a 0.147 M PVP solution in EG (concentration
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

calculated in terms of the repeating unit) was then injected into the heated EG,

followed by the addition of 6 mL of a 0.094 M AgNO3 solution in EG. The colour of
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(within 1 min), to red-orange (within 3 min), to green, beginning to become cloudy
(within 5 min), to cloudy, with a gradual shift from green to brown-red (within 30
min), and finally to opaque grey with wispiness indicating the formation of long
nanowires (within 1 to 1.5 h). Upon formation of Ag nanowires, the reaction was
quenched by cooling the reaction vial in a room temperature water bath. The products
were washed once with acetone and three times with water in order to remove excess
EG and PVP prior to the characterization.
Measurement
Preparation of FONs solution from BAP: the pKa1 and pKa2 values for the
protonated BAP is ~5.12 and ~2.1, and the emission enhancement pH range of the
BAP was pH=1-3.5.39 Thus we directly mix certain equivalent of BAP with pH=3 dd
water to make the FONs aqueous solution with certain concentration of BAPH+. Here,
we exclude the use of buffer solution to avoid interference from salts in performing of
MEF optical measurement. FONs/AgNw-containing thin films on glass: mixture
composed of silver nanowires and FONs were fabricated on glass in two different
ways. (1) The 0, 1.5, 3 and 7.5 mg/mL concentration of Ag nanowires-containing dd
water solutions 100 L were sprayed on glass substrates to obtain variable densities of
AgNw networks thin films, respectively. The solvent of Ag nanowire-deposited glass
slides were then vacuum evaporated for 2 h at room temperature. Further coating of
every AgNw networks thin film was made by sprinkling FONs solution (50 M BAP
in pH= 3 dd water) to fabricate layer by layer FONs/AgNw containing thin films. (2)
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Similar preparing protocol but using the mixed solution of 0, 1.5, 3 and 7.5 mg/mL
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

Ag nanowires in 50 M BAP in pH= 3 dd water solutions (total 100 L ) to directly
fabricate the mixing FONs/AgNw containing thin films. Here we prepared several
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concentration of AgNw thin films, whatever layer by layer or mixing FONs/AgNw
containing thin films. These thin films were also used for SEM and microscopy
analysis.

Figure 2. Two fabrication pathways for FONs/AgNw-containing thin films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In a previous study, we described the convenient preparation of 3, 7-diaryl-substituted
10H-phenothiazines BAP. The optical properties of protonated, deprotonated and
oxidated forms of BAP were examined and diverse spectral properties were found for
this compound including (1) visible fluorophores and NIR chromophores switched on
by the loss of protons at 10N–H, (2) a stable phenothiazinium product with an
absorption maxima of more than 950 nm after an oxidation reaction and (3) the ability
to support extra phototoxicity to cancer cells with super oxide generation. Most
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important, compound BAP can form bright FONs based on its AIEE properties upon
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

protonation in an acidic aqueous solution and can therefore be used as a pH
biosensor.39 As shown in Fig. 1, FONs are constructed from BAPH+ (protonated form
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double fluorescence enhancement can occur in the FONs/Ag-nanostructure system.
The silver nanoparticles and nanowires were synthesized using a solution-based
polyol process.41 Fig. 3a shows the absorbance spectra of AgNp and AgNw in dd
water. The dominant surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak for silver nanostructure
in solution was observed to be consistent with the typical optical properties of silver
nanoparticle and nanowires synthesized via the polyol process, respectively.42 Here,
we focus to study the nanowires and assign the SPR peak at 400 nm the transverse
SPR mode of the AgNw,43 and broad absorption covers the wavelength range over the
visible range of emission wavelengths of most commercially available fluorophores,
for MEF applications. In addition to the observations described above, the absorption
spectrum of AgNw in aqueous solution displayed a broadening that can be attributed
to the coupling of the SPR due to the decrease in the spacing between the nanowires.
The inset of Fig. 3a shows the real-colour photograph of AgNp and AgNw in solution.
The AgNw solution is a cloudy yellow-green, a typical colour of silver colloids with
the dominant transverse SPR peak occurring at approximately 400 nm. Furthermore,
the TEM and SEM results can be discussed as follows. The nanoparticle size of AgNp
is ca. 60~80nm (insert in Fig. 3a), and Fig. 3b, 3c present the TEM and SEM images
showing that the average values for the diameter and length of AgNw for all surfaces
was 60∼130 nm and 8∼16 m, respectively. The average aspect ratio
(length/diameter) of the nanowires is more than 100. The thickness of the PVP
coating on the nanowires was measured to be 20∼25 nm on the surfaces of nanowires.
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Figure 3. (a) Absorption spectra of AgNp (0.1mg/mL) and AgNw (3mg/mL), the insert shows the
TEM image of AgNp and the real-color photograph of AgNp and AgNw in aqueous solution. (b) TEM
image of AgNp. (c) SEM image of AgNp.

It is known that the emission enhancement of BAP can reach at least a factor of
150 in an acidic aqueous.39 This is arises from the FONs construction due to the AIEE
of protonated BAP (become BAPH+). Therefore, we will examine the AIEE variation
in the silver nanostructure system. First, Fig. 4 shows absorption and emission spectra
of BAP, protonated BAP (BAPH+), BAPH+/AgNp and BAPH+/AgNp aqueous
solutions corresponded to the constructions BAP, FONs, FONs/AgNp and
FONs/AgNw systems. With an exception of the metal nanowires-containing solution
becomes turbid and causes an apparent high spectral baseline (Fig. 4a). Other than the
baseline problem, the absorption spectra do not exhibit large differences between
these solutions. Alternatively, the fluorescence intensity of FONs/AgNw shows an
almost 2-fold enhancement with respect to the free FONs system without AgNw,
demonstrating the presence of an interaction between the FONs and AgNw (Fig. 4b).
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Figure 4.

Absorption (a) and emission (b) spectra of BAP, protonated BAP (BAPH +), BAPH+/AgNp

and BAPH+/AgNw aqueous solutions corresponding to the BAP, FONs, FONs/AgNp and FONs/AgNw
systems. (c) Emission enhanced ratios of variable concentration of BAP with respect to 1.5 mg/mL of
AgNw in aqueous [pH =3]. (d) Emission enhanced ratios of variable concentration of AgNw with
respect to 50uM of BAPH+ in aqueous [pH =3]. IFONs: emission intensities of FONs in reference
aqueous without adding AgNw, I mix= emission intensity of FONs in AgNw.

To find the maxima MEF effect from the AgNw to FONs, different BAP to
AgNw molar ratios were examined using emission spectroscopy. By comparing
between the BAP fluorescence intensities of the FONs/ AgNw and the free FONs
solution, it was shown (Fig. 4c) the ratio of 50 uM to 1.5 mg/mL (BAP to AgNw) was
optimal. Hence, we fixed the concentration of BAP (at 50 M) and changed the
equivalent of AgNw, the similar result was also observed in Fig. 4d. Therefore, this is
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the phenomenon of MEF when a fluorophore in close proximity to the metal surface
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

can emit more fluorescence via surface plasmon coupling. In this case, metal particles

serve as nanoantennas to increase the local intensity of excitation light.44,45 However,
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the antenna operating frequency) can enhance the fluorescence of the fluorophore, and
such enhancement depends largely on the distance between the fluorophore and the
metal’s surface.46 The FONs/AgNw system used in the present study appeared to
meet these requirements and that is why no MEF was observed for the AgNp system
with FONs. Eventually, the FONs/AgNw system based on the AIEE-MEF effect can
bring about a 300 fold emission enhancement with respect to the free BAP in an
aqueous solution. We propose that under this condition, most FON have been
contacted on the AgNw surface. This hypothesis was affirmed in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. (a) SEM image and (b) its zoom in pattern. (c) White light image and (d) fluorescent
microscopy image of FONs/AgNw system. The UV cube (ex 390/10 nm, 410 long pass filter) was used
to collect the blue-green colour image. (e) Zoom in of (d).
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To demonstrate the use of PVP modified AgNw in MEF-based applications View
on Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

solid thin film platforms, these FONs/AgNw mixed solutions were deposited onto
glass cover slides (type B film in Fig.2) for microscopy and SEM examinations. Fig.
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(from Fig. 4c, 4d). A nanoscale corn-like rod pattern with some < 20 nm size particles
is clearly observed on the AgNw surface, implying that the FONs actually form under
these conditions and are inferred to interact with AgNw. Meanwhile, a more exciting
result is presented in Fig. 5d and 5e. The entire corn nanorod was lit up by
luminescence of FONs even the location of FONs on the surface of AgNw is not so
concentrated. This result hints that MEF between FONs and AgNw actually occur and
the photon from excited FON may resonance with surface plasma of metal and
eventually, conduct to whole metal wire due to the antenna effect, as described above.
The electron microscope images in Fig. 3b and 5a both show that silver
nanowires form a network composed of individual wires or rods without any apparent
adhesions or aggregation to each other. However, these nanowires appeared to
overlap on several intersect points on the samples, which can resulted in the increased
electric fields near the contact points, even for the low loading. (red arrows in Fig. 5e)
Therefore, the fluorescence emission of fluorophores located at the contact points can
be significantly enhanced because of coupling of surface plasmons, which is the
superiority of the use of nanowires networks with high aspect ratio in MEF
applications rather than nanoparticles. Moreover, it is known that the nanowires
feature sharp ends that can be a source of additional electromagnetic field
enhancement due to antenna-like concentration effect.47 (yellow arrows in Fig. 5e)
The comparison of fluorescence excitation spectra of FONs/AgNw and free
FONs or FONs/AgNp further confirmed that the emission intensities of FONs/AgNw
were enhanced by AgNw in the entire excitation region (Fig. 6a). However, a
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comparison to FONs/AgNp or FONs shows that a new band appeared View
at Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

approximately 350 nm in the fluorescence excitation differential spectrum of
FONs/AgNw (inset in Fig. 6a). It is known that there are several plasmon resonance
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absorptions at 350, 380, 410, and 570 nm were attributed to the plasmon resonance
peaks of silver with various origins: long nanowires similar to the bulk silver,
transverse mode of nanowires or nanorods, surface plasmon of nanoparticles and the
longitudinal mode of nanorods.48 This new excitation band in inset of Fig. 6a
probably results from the resonance between the species that give rise to absorption at
360nm of BAP and the long nanowires plasmon similar to the bulk silver (peak at
350nm in Fig. 3a) of the metal nanostructure. This suggests that the FONs and metal
absorbed the light simultaneously and then resonated the energy to produce this
species.

Figure 6. (a) The fluorescence excitation spectra of FONs, FONs/AgNp and FONs/AgNw, em=510 nm
and insert show the differential spectrum curve between FONs and FONs/AgNw. The wavelength
dependent excited (from 340~450nm, interval 10nm) emission spectra of (b) FONs and (c)
FONs/AgNw system.
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Furthermore, the emission spectra variations of Fig. 6b and 6c revealed similar
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

result. The wavelength dependent excited emission spectra of FONs indicated that the

maximal emission intensity caused from exciting of 380-390 nm in aqueous solution.
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350-360 nm, in addition to exciting of 380-390 nm, in AgNw system. At this stage,
we can conclude that the absorptions of FONs (360, 380nm), which overlap with the
plasmon resonance peaks (350, 380 nm) of silver nanowires, and cause plasmon
resonance between FONs and long nanowires bulk silver (350 nm) as well as
transverse mode of nanowires (380 nm) to achieve AIEE-MEF effect.
Once the free BAP molecule was protonated, the BAPH+ molecule will
self-assemble to construct a positively charged FONs and consequently, to give rise to
the electrostatic attraction by the PVP on the surface of AgNw. Therefore, we
observed the FONs attached on surface of the AgNw in Fig. 5. The results of the acid
titration assay presented in Fig. 7 proved further evidence for the interaction between
BAPH+ and PVP. The protonation titration curve of BAP in an AgNw-containing
solution shows a trend that is different from that for the FONs formation process from
the protonation of free BAP. As expect, at the first half of titration, these two curves
diverge to reveal that the emission intensity of the BAP mixing AgNw solution is
always stronger than that of the free BAP solution due to the FONs-MEF double
emission enhancement. At the last half of titration, the emission intensity of the free
BAP solution system drops, implying that free FONs began to damage due to be
damaged due to the second protonation of aniline group of the BAP (Pka2), while
FONs from the AgNw solution appear to exhibit a more stable morphology due to the
regulation of PVP.
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Figure 7. Intensity variation at emission =500nm from fluorescence titration spectra of BAP
(become FONs) and BAP in AgNw (become FONs/AgNw) system with decreasing pH, respectively.
Ex= 360 nm.

Based on the observation and discussion above, we propose that most FON have
been contacted on the AgNw surface to drive the AIEE-MEF effect. Follow these
inferences, the systemic emission data in Fig. 4d should not drop at high
concentration of nanowires. However, it was observed that higher amount of AgNw
make a turbid aqueous solution to cause light scattering, and deduce the emission
signals. In order to observe the double emission enhancement effect directly, the
effect of metal-enhanced fluorescence was studied in solid thin film by the fluorescent
microscopy couple with colour CCD. That will provide more objective evidence,
compare to solution condition, due to the excluding the interference and scattering.
We prepared two kinds of solid thin films which sample preparing pattern shown
schematically in Fig. 2. For the type A solid thin film, the layer-by-layer one, which
was prepared by sprinkling FONs solution on a pre-coating layer of AgNW. On the
other hand, for the type B solid thin film mixed sample, fabricated by mixing
solutions of FONs/AgNW and spraying the mixture on a glass coverslip.
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Fig. 8 shows the bright-field and fluorescent images of the AgNw-concentration
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

dependent thin films and a fluorescence enhancement comparison between films type

A and B. We have described that these FONs/AgNw-containing thin films were
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as the photo in Fig. 8a. However, Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c observed the variable densities
of AgNw networks thin films, which proportional to the green emission enhancement.
Fig. 8d reveals that the fluorescence enhances more apparently in thin film B than in
film A. We infer that larger fraction of FONs drop to glass but not AgNw in the low
density of type A film, and then the number of the FONs contacting with the silver
nanowires should be relatively fewer. Once the higher density coatings of AgNw on
glass, we observed that there is no difference in fluorescence enhancement.
Nevertheless, the MEF is confirmed by this protocol with increasing densities of
AgNw but constant concentration of FONs, whatever layer by layer or
FONs/AgNw-mixing thin films. More important, we find the emission enhancement
of FONs/AgNw increase by more than 8 folds as compare to free FONs and conclude
that the AIEE-MEF double emission enhancement effect in solid state is more
apparent than in aqueous solution, due to the average shorter distance between the
FONs and nanostructures.
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Figure 8. (a) Bright-field (up) and fluorescent (down) images of 50 M FONs sprinkled on glass (i),
(ii), (iii) and (iv) which coating (0, 1.5, 3, 7.5 mg/mL) variable densities of AgNw, respectively (type A
film). (b) Bright-field (left) and fluorescent (right) images of (ii), (iii) and (iv) glass films in (a). (c)
Fluorescent images of type B glass films that fabricate by spraying of FONs/AgNw mixing solutions,
the contents of FONs/AgNw are 50/1.5, 50/3 and 50/7.5 (M)/( mg/mL), respectively. (d) Quantitative
emission intensities of (b) and (c) from CCD. The insert shows the fluorescent image of FONs without
AgNw. The filter cube for fluorescence microscopy: ex, 390/10 nm; em, 410 nm lp filter.

In MEF-based applications, the detectability of the fluorescence emission is also
affected by the lifetime and photostability of the fluorophores. In this regard, the
photostability of FONs compared the FONs adsorbed onto AgNp or AgNw were
investigated. Fig. 9a shows that the fluorescence emission of FONs decreases the
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fastest in free form and shows the slowest decay on FONs/AgNw. Time-resolved and
View Article Online
DOI: 10.1039/C6FD00164E

decay curves measured for the FONs in the appearance of nanostructures are also

shown in Fig. 9. The black lines represent in the Fig. 9(b)-9(g) show the

Published on 19 July 2016. Downloaded by National Central University on 09/11/2016 07:32:47.

reference or triexponential for the fluorophore-nanostructures. In the case of the
reference sample, in Fig. 9b, the free BAP feature a biexponential decay curve with
constant of 0.247 ns (97.68%) and 2.78 ns (3.32%), which represents the lifetime of
most free BAP is less than 0.25 ns in aqueous, which in agreement with low emission
behavior in Fig. 4b. For the FONs (BAPH+-containing aqueous solution) and
FONs/AgNp solutions we obtained two similar time-decay curves. In both cases the
shorter one comparable to the reference sample and the longer one equal to
approximately 2.43 ns (27.68%) and 2.93 ns (27.29%), respectively, with the higher
percentage component (Fig. 9c, 9d). It means that the FONs seem no interacted with
silver nanoparticles. On the other hand, in the case of the FONs/AgNw sample (Fig.
9e), triexponential analysis is suitable than biexponential, the shorter time was again
comparable to the reference, while slower decay can be approximated with constants
of about 2.12 ns (34.3%) and 8.86 ns (11.86%).
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time-resolved data while the red lines are curves fitting, either biexponential for the
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Figure 9. (a) Photostability of the FONs, FONs/AgNp and FONs/AgNw, the irradiation light source is
handheld UV Lamps (6 watts). (b)-(e) Time-resolved spectra and lifetime curve fittings of the BAP,
FONs, FONs/AgNp and FONs/AgNp in aqueous (pH = 3). 405 nm picosecond excitation lasers are
used. (f), (g) FONs/AgNw solid film type A and B, as shown in Fig.2.

Consider the solution condition, the FONs may kinetically contact with
nanowires and the lifetime can be increased based on two contacting model; located
along the nanowires or located in the end of nanowire. It is known that the nanowires
feature sharp ends that can be a source of additional electromagnetic field
enhancement due to antenna-like concentration effect.48 (yellow arrows in Fig. 5e)
Additionally, the intersect points of nanowires, which can also resulted in the
increased electromagnetic fields near the contact points and increased the SPR. (red
arrows in Fig. 5e) These two cases with strong enhancements, the causes of longer
lifetime, we observe only in a few cases using wide-field microscopy imaging of the
fluorescence of the FONs/AgNw. Alternative sample preparation method, we prepare
FONs/AgNw-containing solid films type A and B, to check the time decay curve. Fig.
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9f, 9g show that more concrete results than in Fig. 9e, the component ratio of low
View Article Online
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lifetime decrease while of high lifetime increase, 3.46 ns (48.07 %) and 7.51 ns (13.31
%) for A film and 2.38 ns (41.0 %) and 9.72 ns (10.23 %) for B film, with respect to
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for the FONs coupled to the silver nanowires indicates that plasmon excitations in
metallic nanowires influence radiative properties of the BAP in the FONs, though it is
surprising that rarely lifetime enhancement in MEF cases. Nevertheless, from Fig. 9,
these results imply that the FONs doping onto the AgNw can increase the
detectability of the fluorescence emission from samples as compared to the blank.

CONCLUSION
We successfully constructed a double emission enhancement (DEE) platform based
on the combination of AIEE and MEF effects. The formation of FONs from the
fluorophore aggregate provided the first emission enhancement, and the MEF effect
between the AgNw and FONs provided the second emission enhancement. Finally,
the emission signal can be doubly promoted in order to increase the systemic
detection limit. Based on our study, the silver nanorods structures synthesized herein
are readily applicable to this platform but silver nanoparticles are not applicable. The
AIEE-MEF effect can be initiated due to the absorption overlapping of FONs and
metal nanostructure, follow by the resonance of the photon from the fluorophore
emission with the AgNw surface plasmon and conduction though the entire metal rod
due to the antenna effect. This interaction between FONs and AgNw was proposed
and validated by observation of nanoscale corn-like rods in the SEM image and bright
nanoscale corn-like rods using fluorescent microscopy, promoting photostability and
increasing lifetime. This double emission enhancement (DEE) platform should be
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the FONs aqueous without nanowires. The promotion of the fluorescence decay time
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very useful in fluorescent analysis, microarray design and charge separation in solar
View Article Online
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